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Network Synchronization for Mobile
Device-to-Device Systems
Wanlu Sun, Fredrik Brännström, Member, IEEE, and Erik G. Ström, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— This paper studies the synchronization problem
for mobile cellular device-to-device (D2D) networks. Depending
on the number of devices that are in coverage of the base
station, the D2D environment can be divided into three categories
where the partial-coverage and out-of-coverage are challenging
scenarios and thus are the focus of this paper. First, we discuss
five main challenges imposed on the synchronization problem
in mobile D2D networks. More specifically, there are different
challenges in the two coverage scenarios, since they do not have
exactly the same synchronization objectives. Second, we propose
a low-complexity Adaptive distRibuted nEtwork Synchronization (ARES) algorithm to address the five challenges. The design
principles and the theories behind the ARES scheme are also
analyzed in detail. Finally, we provide comprehensive simulations to evaluate different synchronization schemes, where the
proposed ARES mechanism shows very promising performance.
Index Terms— Device-to-device communication, network synchronization, consensus algorithms.

I. I NTRODUCTION

R

ECENTLY, device-to-device (D2D) communication has
emerged as an interesting and important research area.
In a D2D environment, time agreement, i.e., a common notion
of time, is critical for both device discovery and synchronous
transmission [1]. Moreover, in D2D communications, timerelated channel access mechanisms, e.g., self-organized time
division multiple access and slotted ALOHA, require time
agreement as well. The procedure to achieve time agreement
across a network is called network synchronization. Although
synchronization strategies have been extensively researched
for conventional wireless networks such as sensor networks
and ad hoc networks, very few of them, e.g., [2]–[5], are
designed for D2D networks where new requirements and
challenges appear.
Compared to WSNs, which typically are defined as
networks with small, inexpensive devices that are statically deployed, the devices in cellular D2D networks are
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more powerful, which allows for more computationally
complex synchronization methods. However, the required
synchronization performance is also typically higher, especially when D2D communication is used to provide ultrareliable services [6, Ch. 4]. Moreover, D2D networks can
have quite high device mobility. The perhaps most important
example is when the devices are road vehicles (cars, trucks,
buses, etc.). In fact, low-latency, vehicle-to-everything (V2X)
communication is considered an important use case for D2D.
Indeed, standardization in 3GPP is on-going to include
this functionality in future releases of LTE (4G) [7], and
V2X over D2D is widely considered as an important application for 5G [6, Ch. 4]. A vehicular device is not necessarily severely constrained in form factor, complexity, or
power consumption. However, cost remains an important issue,
especially for car-mounted equipment.
To summarize, compared to WSNs, D2D networks typically
have (i) more powerful devices, (ii) higher device mobility,
(iii) faster changing network topologies, and (iv) higher
requirements on synchronization. Although, WSN synchronization algorithms can be used for D2D networks, these differences (i)-(iv) motivate us to study synchronization methods
specifically tailored for D2D networks.
In D2D systems, depending on how many devices are in
coverage of the base station (BS), synchronization scenarios
can be classified into the following three scenarios as shown
in Fig. 1: 1) all-in-coverage scenario where all the devices
are in coverage of the BS; 2) partial-coverage scenario
where only a fraction of devices are in network coverage; and
3) out-of-coverage scenario where all the devices are out of
network coverage. For the all-in-coverage scenario, synchronization is not so challenging since the BS can directly send
timing information to all the devices. Hence, in this work, we
focus on the last two scenarios.
A. Related Work
According to what type of information is transmitted,
synchronization techniques can be divided into three
categories: 1) pulse-based synchronization [3], [8], which is
to synchronize the frequencies of oscillators based on emitting
pulses at the physical layer; 2) sequence-based synchronization [2], [9], which is to find the beginning of a received symbol or frame by correlating specifically designed sequences;
and 3) timestamp-based synchronization [5], [10]–[17], which
is to synchronize clocks by transmitting locally recorded
clock values. In fact, neither pulse-based nor sequence-based
synchronization can achieve agreement on time values without
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Fig. 1.
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Three synchronization scenarios in D2D networks.

additional information [18]. More specifically, pure pulsebased synchronization can only achieve frequency synchronization by by adjusting the frequencies of emitting pulses, and
sequence-based synchronization can only find the beginning
of a transmitted packet by correlating specifically designed
sequences. However, for some aspects of D2D communications, e.g., time-related channel access, a common notion of
time is indispensable. Therefore, in this paper, we consider
timestamp-based synchronization.
To combat the transmission delays of timestamps, most synchronization protocols employ medium access control (MAC)
layer timestamping [13]. Here, MAC layer timestamping
means that the current timestamp is written into the message
payload just before the first bit of the packet is sent to the physical layer at the transmitter, and the timestamp at the receiver
side is recorded immediately after the first bit has arrived at the
MAC layer. Even though the MAC layer time stamping can
reduce the problem of nonzero transmission delays to a large
extent, there will still be some delays remaining. Furthermore,
depending on what the final synchronized clock value is, these
protocols can be grouped into the following three categories.
The first class is converge-to-max [10], where a node only
synchronizes to the transmitter which has a larger clock value
than the node’s own clock. A simple converge-to-max protocol, timing synchronization function (TSF), is specified in the
IEEE 802.11 standard [10], where only clock offset is adjusted.
Based on the TSF, various modifications have been made to
handle its limitations in multihop networks [11], [19], [20].
For instance, the modified automatic selftime-correcting procedure (MASP) scheme was proposed in [11], where a faster
node is given a higher priority to send its synchronization
messages. Besides, each node has a self correction capability
to also compensate clock frequency difference among nodes.
However, as addressed in [21], a common problem for all
the converge-to-max schemes is the contradiction between the
fastest node asynchronism and the time partitioning.1
The second category is converge-to-leader [12]–[15], where
one or more leader nodes with reference clocks exist and the
1 Since a node only synchronizes to a faster node, the clock value of
the fastest node (a node with the greatest clock value in the network) will
keep drifting away from other nodes, unless it becomes the transmitter. This
problem is called the fastest node asynchronism problem, which can be
reduced by giving higher priority to the transmissions of the node with a
faster clock. However, different priorities might result in the time partitioning
problem, where the clock values in two groups of nodes may keep on drifting
away from each other, even though they are connected.

goal is to disseminate the reference clock value throughout
the entire network. The timing-sync protocol for sensor networks (TPSN) in [12] builds a spanning tree of the network in
the first place, and then synchronizes nodes to their parent by
estimating clock offset through a two-way message exchange.
The flooding time synchronization protocol (FTSP) was proposed in [13], where a hierarchical structure is formed and a
root node (i.e., leader) periodically floods timestamps into the
network. Besides, each node adopts a linear regression table
to convert between its local clock and the reference clock,
and propagates its time information about the reference clock
after waiting for a given period of time. To accelerate the
spread of the reference clock, the PulseSync algorithm in [15]
offers rapid-flooding by allowing nodes to propagate their time
information as fast and reliable as possible. Moreover, PISync
was proposed in [22], which is based upon a ProportionalIntegral (PI) controller and applies a proportional feedback (P)
and an integral feedback (I) on the clock skew to compensate
offset and frequency differences in an asymptotic manner.
The third class is arbitrary-consensus [5], [16], [17].
In these schemes, an internal common time scale, which does
not need to be explicitly specified, is achieved in the network
through communication among neighboring nodes without
relying a hierarchy. Schenato and Fiorentin [16] proposed a
distributed consensus based Average TimeSynch (ATS) protocol. The ATS method includes the cascade of two consensus algorithms where the first consensus synchronizes clock
frequencies and the second consensus synchronizes clock
offsets. Additionally, the random broadcast based distributed
consensus clock synchronization (RBDS) and the consensus
based clock synchronization (CoSyn) schemes were proposed
in [5] and [17] respectively, where RBDS outperforms CoSyn.
By distinguishing two different updates, the RBDS and CoSyn
algorithms jointly adjust clock frequencies and offsets at the
same time.
Although the above-mentioned methods work well in wireless sensor or ad hoc networks, they have limitations when
being applied to mobile D2D systems. In particular, different
D2D scenarios depicted in Fig. 1 yield different synchronization requirements and challenges. On one hand, in the
partial-coverage scenario, since a fraction of the devices are in
network coverage, they can be assumed perfectly synchronized
to the BS. Then, the objective is to disseminate their clock
values to the devices out-of-coverage in a fast and reliable
way. On the other hand, in the out-of-coverage scenario, since
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no device has synchronized to the BS, the objective is to
reach an internal common clock value among all the devices,
which, however, does not need to belong to a specific device.
Clearly, the different two objectives cannot be achieved by one
synchronization category above. On top of that, the D2D scenario is usually unknown before the synchronization process
starts, which will complicate the synchronization design even
more.
B. Contributions
In this paper, we investigate the synchronization problem
for mobile D2D networks.2 To the best of our knowledge,
this paper is the first work to unify timestamp-based synchronization for both partial-coverage and out-of-coverage
D2D scenarios. The main contributions are as follows.
• We formulate the network synchronization problem for
mobile D2D systems, and outline the different requirements for the partial-coverage and out-of-coverage scenarios respectively. Furthermore, five main challenges
imposed on synchronization of mobile D2D networks are
discussed.
• We analyze the theoretical principles and mathematical
tools that can be exploited to handle the five challenges,
and accordingly propose a low-complexity Adaptive distRibuted nEtwork Synchronization (ARES) algorithm.
By using the proposed ARES scheme, which is a complete framework including both transmitting and receiving
mechanisms, fast and reliable synchronization is achieved
in both scenarios.
• We provide comprehensive simulations for performance
evaluation. From the results, compared to the existing
methods, the ARES algorithm shows not only better
synchronization accuracy and faster convergence, but
also improved scalability to network size and improved
robustness to timestamp inaccuracy.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, we describe our system model and formulate the
synchronization problem for D2D networks, where five main
challenges imposed on synchronization are analyzed as well.
To tackle the five challenges, the theoretical principles behind
the proposed ARES scheme are explained in Section III.
Additionally, in Section IV we present the complete procedure
of the ARES mechanism. Moreover, simulations are provided
in Section V for performance evaluation. Finally, the paper is
concluded in Section VI.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL AND P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
A. Notation
We use the following notation throughout the paper. The
superscript (·)T stands for transposition. Uppercase and lowercase letters, e.g., x and X, represent scalars, lowercase
boldface letters, e.g., x, designate column vectors, and uppercase boldface letters, e.g., X, denote matrices where [X]i, j
denotes the (i, j )th element and [X]i:n, j denotes the column
2 Even though the considered environment here is D2D networks, the whole

design principle and the proposed synchronization scheme can be applied to
a conventional wireless sensor network as well.
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Fig. 2. The relationship of physical clock Ti (t), auxiliary clock Ci (t), and
logical clock L i (t).


T
vector [X]i, j , [X]i+1, j , · · · , [X]n, j . Besides, 1 represents
the all-ones column vector. Sets or multisets3 are denoted
by calligraphic letters X and their cardinalities are denoted
by | X |.
B. Network Model
We consider a network represented by a directed graph
G() = (V , E()), where the vertex set V = {1, 2, . . . , N}
contains N mobile devices and the edge set E() is defined
as the set of available directed communication links at the
discrete time index , i.e., (i, j ) ∈ E() if device j sends
information to device i during the th synchronization round
(SR). Here SR is defined as the time interval of a synchronization period. For all i ∈ V and , we use the convention that
(i, i ) ∈ E(), and use the notation Vi () = { j |(i, j ) ∈ E()}
to denote the set of neighbors of device i during the th SR.
C. Clock Model
Each device in the network is equipped with a physical clock
that has its frequency and offset. Here, we assume an affine
function for the physical clock model. This way, the physical
clock of device i is
Ti (t) = fi t + θi , ∀i ∈ V ,

(1)

where t is the global time, f i indicates the physical clock
frequency, and θi denotes the physical clock offset. Note that
f i and θi are both determined by the physical clock and
cannot be measured or adjusted. Besides, for each clock i ,
f i is assumed as a constant within the considered time period,
which is reasonable provided that the short term stability of
the clock is good.
In addition, each device i maintains a local auxiliary clock
and a logical clock, whose values are denoted by Ci (t)
and L i (t), respectively. Here Ci (t) is introduced for easy
presentation and L i (t) represents the actual synchronized time
of device i . Both Ci (t) and L i (t) are functions of the current
physical clock value Ti (t). In this paper, we use the following
affine models to formulate their relationship, which is also
illustrated in Fig. 2.
Ci (t) = αi Ti (t) + βi

(2)

L i (t) = ai Ci (t) + bi = ai αi Ti (t) + ai βi + bi

(3)

Here αi , βi , ai , and bi are the control parameters to
be adjusted, where {αi , βi } and {ai , bi } are updated by the
3 In mathematics, a multiset is a generalization of the concept of a set that,
unlike a set, allows multiple instances of the multiset’s elements. The total
number of elements in a multiset, including repeated memberships, is the
cardinality of the multiset.
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synchronization algorithms designed for the out-of-coverage
and partial-coverage scenarios respectively. This will be
detailed later. In fact, we can use only two parameters instead
of four parameters to relate L i (t) and Ti (t). However, to
explain the proposed synchronization algorithm in a more clear
way, we maintain the four parameters with a slight redundancy.
Additionally, we set the initial values as αi = 1, βi = 0,
ai = 1, and bi = 0. This way, we have L i (t) = Ci (t) before
ai and bi get updated.
Moreover, for easy presentation later, we define
fˆi  αi f i , θ̂i  αi θi + βi .

(4)

Note that fˆi and θ̂i are related to the auxiliary clock Ci (t) and
we have Ci (t) = fˆi t + θ̂i .
D. Conventional Transmission Mechanism
of Timing Messages
In network synchronization, to utilize the broadcast nature
of the wireless medium, devices broadcast timing messages
which contain the timestamps recorded by the clock of
transmitter. These messages are in turn used to adjust the
clocks of the receivers. For transmitting timing messages, we
consider a random access mechanism, where a device can
broadcast at any time in any order. A practical and widely used
random broadcast scheme is contention-based transmission,
where devices contend for transmission opportunities at the
beginning of each SR. Due to its simplicity and applicability
in distributed networks, this protocol is the technique specified for synchronization in the IEEE 802.11 standard [10].
Specifically, each device [10]
1) at the beginning of each SR, calculates a random delay
that is uniformly distributed in the range [0, Wi ], where
Wi  2 × aCWmin × aSlotTime (aCWmin and aSlotTime
are constants defined in [10]);
2) waits for the period of the random delay while decrementing the random delay timer;
3) cancels the remaining random delay and the pending
transmission if a timing message arrives before the random
delay timer has expired or;
4) sends a timing message when the random delay expires.
Remark 1: Due to the hidden node problem, it is possible
for one device to receive multiple messages during one SR.
In this case, the device will just keep the first received packet
and discard the later packets. In other words, | Vi () | can
only be 1 or 2 for all i ∈ V .
E. Problem Formulation
The general goal in network synchronization is to let the
logical clocks L i (t) of different devices throughout the entire
network have the same (or very close) values for any instant
of global time t. However, concerning D2D environment, we
need to make a distinction between two different synchronization scenarios, i.e., partial-coverage and out-of-coverage, since
they do not have the exactly identical objectives.
Partial-Coverage Scenario: in this case, the devices in
network coverage have already been perfectly synchronized
to the BS and are called leaders. Note that in this scenario

there is no need of a leader election process. The devices
in network coverage are considered as leaders automatically,
since they are assumed already synchronized to the BS.
We suppose that leaders know their identities and that they
have the same clock values L(t). In addition, the other devices,
which are called followers, are not connected to the BS and
need an extra mechanism to become synchronized. Therefore,
the aim here is to synchronize the followers’ clock values to
the leaders’ clock value. Mathematically, the aim is to, for
each device i , find the control parameters ai and bi based on
multiple pairs of timestamps {L(t), Ci (t)}, such that
L(t) ≈ ai Ci (t) + bi ,

(5)

where the approximation is due to the inaccuracies of
timestamps. Note that the formulated problem here is closely
related to regression analysis. In this context, ai and bi are
referred to as regression coefficients.
Out-of-Coverage Scenario: in this case, no device acts as a
leader since all of them are out of network coverage, and all
the devices are classified as followers. In addition, we have
L i (t) = Ci (t) due to the unchanged ai = 1 and bi = 0.
Correspondingly, the aim is to synchronize all the followers’
logical clocks L i (t) or their respective auxiliary clocks Ci (t)
to a common virtual clock Cv (t) = f v t + θv ( f v > 0). In fact,
it is not crucial what the values of fv and θv are; instead, what
really matters is that all the logical/auxiliary clocks converge to
one common value. This aim matches the consensus concept.
Namely, we say that clock consensus is achieved if4
Ci (t)
= 1, ∀i ∈ V .
t →+∞ Cv (t)
lim

(6)

For each device i , the asymptotic consensus (6) is equivalent to
concurrently achieving the following two consensus equations:
lim fˆi = f v ,

t →+∞

lim θ̂i = θv .

t →+∞

(7)

F. Five Main Challenges
Compared to conventional wireless sensor and ad hoc
networks, synchronization in mobile D2D systems is more
complex. Now we discuss five main challenges imposed on
network synchronization for mobile D2D communications.
Challenge 1: For the partial-coverage synchronization scenario, how to spread the leaders’ clock value in a fast and
reliable manner. Especially further, when multiple leaders
exist, how to utilize this advantage.
Challenge 2: For the out-of-coverage synchronization scenario, how to design distributed operation with only local
information to achieve global clock consensus.
Challenge 3: In the out-of-coverage synchronization scenario, when a new device joins an almost synchronized group,
how to guarantee that the new device will not incur any big
change to the group.
Challenge 4: As stated above, there will be some delays
remaining even if using MAC layer time stamping. Additionally, uncertainties exist in the time stamping process.
4 As is common in the literature, consensus is interpreted from asymptotical
sense.
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Hence, how to deal with these inaccurate timestamps to
achieve highly accurate synchronization?
Challenge 5: On top of the two different scenarios and
their respective synchronization challenges, in practice, the
followers initially are not aware of the coverage scenario they
are in. Then, for the followers, how to decide which type of
synchronization approaches to follow.
III. D ESIGN P RINCIPLES OF ARES
In this section, we present the design principles and the
theoretical tools behind the ARES scheme, which are exploited
to tackle the five challenges above.
A. For Partial-Coverage: Challenges 1 & 4
In the partial-coverage scenario, the goal is to synchronize
the followers to the leaders. In this case, the main challenges
include Challenge 1 and Challenge 4, where the key requirements are fast spread and accurate estimation of the leaders’
clock value.
1) Fast Spread: For this purpose, we utilize three strategies:
i) introduce pseudoleader; ii) cooperative synchronization;
iii) higher probability to transmit when a device starts its
(pseudo)leader role, which will be explained in detail in the
following.
i) Pseudoleader: In addition to leader and follower, we
define a new identity of devices: pseudoleader. Specifically,
a follower will become a pseudoleader after it synchronizes
to the leaders. Pseudoleaders act similarly with the leaders in the sense that other devices can also make use of
the timestamps from pseudoleaders to estimate the leaders’
clock value. However, in contrast to the leaders, pseudoleaders can as well update their logical clocks L i (t) when
receiving timing messages from the leaders or the other
pseudoleaders.
ii) Cooperative Synchronization: Compared to the typical
tree-based synchronization scheme [12] where a node only
synchronizes to its fixed parent node, we use the timing
information from other devices as much as possible to exploit
the broadcast nature of wireless communication. We name
this strategy as cooperative synchronization, see Fig. 3.
By doing so, the leaders’ clock value can be spread quickly
to the devices far away from the leaders. The advantage
of cooperative synchronization becomes more obvious when
multiple leaders exist. Moreover, the design of cooperative
synchronization fits (highly) dynamic networks very well,
since it completely removes the constraint on fixed connections
between specific pairs of devices.
iii) Higher Probability to Transmit: At a first glance, it
seems tempting to endow the leaders with higher probabilities to broadcast its timing information. However, due to
the sharing of the common wireless medium, the broadcast
of the leaders may block the transmission opportunities of
the pseudoleaders that are directly connected to the leaders,
and thus reduce the spread of the leaders’ clock value to
followers further away. To circumvent this problem, we let the
devices have higher transmit probabilities to transmit only for a
certain time period when they start their (pseudo)leaders’ roles.

Fig. 3. Cooperative synchronization. (a) Followers j and k receive the timing
messages broadcasted by the leader and synchronize to the leader. (b) After
synchronizing to the leader, followers j and k become pseudoleaders. Then,
follower i can utilize the timing messages broadcasted from either j or k.
Note that, in the typical tree-based synchronization scheme [12], follower
i can only choose one of the pseudoleaders j and k to be its parent and
synchronize to it.

This idea is implemented in the transmission mechanism of synchronization messages that will be detailed
in Section IV-A.
2) Accurate Estimation: As stated in Challenge 4,
timestamps are usually not perfect in practice. Suppose
device i receives a timing message from device j̃() at time
instance t . Here, t is the global time when the message
was received during the th SR. Then, the local recorded
clock value is Ci (t ); the received timestamp is C j̃ () (t − δ )
instead of the desired C j̃ () (t ), where δ is the random
transmission delay that includes the physical layer delay and
the propagation delay. In addition to the random delay, uncertainty also exists in the stamping process. For simplicity of
presentation and analysis, we model the overall inaccuracies at
each node as a random variable with zero mean5 and standard
deviation σ . Next we present two mechanisms to achieve
accurate estimation in the presence of imperfect timestamps:
i) recursive estimation and ii) hierarchical structure.
i) Recursive Estimation: To combat the inaccuracy of
timestamps, a device has to collect a sufficient number of
effective timestamps, say E, to estimate the regression coefficients in (5). By an effective timestamp, we mean a timestamp
that is indeed used by the receiving device to synchronize to
the leaders’ clock. Clearly, a (pseudo)leader will not utilize
the timestamp from a follower even if it receives one, as
the goal is to synchronize to the leaders. How to decide the
effectiveness of timestamps will be explained later in this
section.
5 As in [15], the expected value of the variable is assumed known and can
be subtracted, yielding a distribution with zero mean.
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In most existing work [13]–[15] tackling the inaccuracy
issue of synchronization, each device keeps a regression table
with dimension E to store the most recent E pairs of effective
timestamps. The estimation is then recalculated using the
currently stored data when a new pair arrives. In general,
the larger E is, the higher accuracy the estimation attains.
However, a large E requires a long period of timestamp
collection, which will then slow down the synchronization
process throughout the entire network. This brings us to the
following question: is it possible to achieve both high accuracy
and high convergence speed? We answer it positively by
proposing a regression mechanism for pseudoleaders. Recall
that a follower becomes a pseudoleader when it receives the
first E effective timestamps. In the proposed mechanism,
whenever a pseudoleader receives a new effective timestamp,
it will refine its estimate such that the outcome will be
the same as the estimate using all the effective timestamps
received since the beginning. This idea is in fact congruent
with the properties of recursive estimation [23, p. 327] that
are summarized in Lemma 1.
Lemma 1: (Recursive Estimation for Simple Linear
Regression):
Given a set of measurements (X k , Yk ) of data points
(X k , Ỹk ) obeying the relation g(X k ) = Ỹk for k = 1, . . . , K ,
where g(X) = a X + b. Assume that Yk = Ỹk + Wk , where Wk
are identically and independently distributed random variables
with zero mean and variance σk2 . Denote by ĝ(X) = â K X + b̂ K
the linear regression of the data set {(X k , Yk )}k=1,...,K , where
â K and b̂ K are the estimates
 Kof the regression2 coefficients that
minimize the expression k=1
(ĝ(X k ) − Yk ) . Let

T
X 1, · · · , X K
XK 
,
(8)
1, · · · ,
1
then,
a) we have

 
−1

â K
X TK Y1 ,
= X TK X K
b̂ K

··· ,

YK

T

;

(9)

b) the estimators in (9) have the smallest variance of any unbiased estimators that are linear combinations of Yk . Here the smallest variance means that
for every other linear unbiased estimator [â K , b̂ K ]T ,
Cov([â K , b̂K ]T )−Cov([â K , b̂ K ]T ) is a positive semi-definite
matrix, where Cov(.) denotes the covariance matrix;
c) to estimate the regression coefficients in a recursive
manner, we have

T 
 

  
−1  X 
âr−1
âr−1
âr
Xr
r
Yr −
=
+ X rT X r
1
1
b̂r
b̂r−1
b̂r−1
(10)
when using the first r measurements, where 3 ≤ r ≤ K and
T

â2 , b̂2 is obtained by (9) with K = 2.
Proof: See [23, p. 327].
Suppose the leaders’ clock values L(t ) have been sent
to device i at SRs  = 1, . . . , K (K ≥ E) and device i
has correspondingly recorded its local auxiliary clock values

as Ci (t ). Inspired by Lemma 1, we propose the local update
rule (11) for device i to synchronize to the leader:
⎧
() () T
⎪
⎪
ai , bi
if  < E
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
(11a)
⎪

⎪ () 
⎪
 ⎪
⎪
() Ci (t )
⎨ ai
ai(+1)
() + i
1
b
=
⎛i
⎪
bi(+1)
⎞
T
⎪
⎪
()
⎪
C
a
(t
)
⎪
i

⎪× ⎝ L(t )−
i
⎠
⎪
otherwise,

⎪
()
⎪
1
bi
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
(11b)
where
()
i



1
() ()
() 2
ϒi1
ϒi2 − (ϒi3
)

()
()
−ϒi3
ϒi1
()
()
−ϒi3 ϒi2


,  = 1, · · ·
(12)

and
⎧ ()
(−1)
⎪
+1
⎨ϒi1 = ϒi1
()
(−1)
ϒi2 = ϒi2
+ Ci2 (t )
⎪
⎩ ()
(−1)
ϒi3 = ϒi3
+ Ci (t ),
(0)

(13)
(14)
(15)
(0)

(0)

with initializations ϒi1 = ϒi2 = ϒi3 = 0.
As stated above, updates are not made to [ai , bi ]T
before device i receives at least E effective timestamps.
Hence (11a) is obtained. Moreover, the convergence of
the update rule in (11) is shown by the following
Lemma 2.
Lemma 2: Suppose the leaders’ clock values L(t ) and the
auxiliary clock values Ci (t ) are available at device i for
 = 1, . . . , K (K ≥ E). Following the local update rule
in (11), device i will achieve a recursive version of estimating L(t ) for  = E, . . . , K .
Proof: Consider  ≥ E, we can rewrite () as

()
() −1
ϒi3
ϒi2
(16)
Right hand side of (12) =
()
()
ϒi3 ϒi1
 
−1

2
 =1 C i (t )
 =1 C i (t )



,
=


 =1 Ci (t )
(17)
where (16) holds by calculating the inverse of a 2 × 2 matrix
and (17) follows from (13)–(15).
Then, the update rule in (11b) matches the form in (10) by
substituting () in (17) into (11b). Thus, (11b) is indeed a
recursive version of estimating ai and bi as given in Lemma 1.
()
()
Correspondingly, L i (t ) = ai Ci (t ) + bi is a recursive
estimation of L(t ).
ii) Hierarchical Structure: In the partial-coverage scenarios,
the clocks of different nodes will have different reliabilities.
Naturally, leaders have perfect clocks, while pseudoleaders and
followers will have imperfect clocks. To measure the relative
quality of the clocks, we introduce a hierarchical (integer)
number ηi ≥ 1 for each node i , which is related, but not
identical to the hop distance from a leader. If node i is a leader
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then ηi = 1. If node i is not a leader then ηi is adjusted in
accordance to the number of received effective timestamps.
By effective transmitter, we mean the transmitter that
yields effective timestamp. Moreover, the effectiveness of a
timestamp is given as follows. We let the timestamp to be
effective for a follower if the transmitter is a (pseudo)leader,
and to be effective for a pseudoleader if the transmitter
has lower hierarchical number than that of the receiver. For
device i , define by ViET the multiset of its effective transmitters from the beginning up to the current time. In other
words, whenever device i receives an effective timestamp from
another device, say device j , i.e., η j < ηi , we have ViET =
ViET ∪{ j }. Note that ViET may contain
duplicate elements. This

ET
way, ηi is calculated as ηi =
ET
j ∈Vi η j /|Vi | + 1, where
η j indicates device j ’s hierarchical number at the moment
when it transmitted the corresponding timestamp to device i .
To update ηi in a recursive way, we have


(18)
ηi = ηi × ( i − 1) + η j / i + 1,
where i  |ViET | counts the current number of effective
timestamps device i has received.

B. For Out-of-Coverage: Challenges 2, 3, & 4
In the out-of-coverage scenario, network synchronization
can in fact be formulated as a consensus problem shown
in (6) and (7). Correspondingly, as stated in
Challenges 2 & 4, the synchronization algorithm is required
to achieve asymptotic consensus on both fˆi and θ̂i defined
in (4) when timestamps are perfect, and show robustness to
inaccurate timestamps as well. Hence, we assume that Ci (t )
is perfect for the time being when proving convergence.
Nevertheless, the final algorithm will be adjusted to be robust
against inaccuracy. We have in [17] proposed the RBDS
scheme which satisfies the above two requirements. However,
the RBDS method cannot address Challenge 3 since it gives
the same weights to the timestamps from both the transmitter
and receiver when the latter updates its local auxiliary
clock Ci (t). We here propose a modified RBDS (M-RBDS)
scheme with new weight design. Intuitively, the devices
belonging to the synchronized group should be rendered
higher weights than that of the new device. To this end, we
define Si to be the change counter for follower i , which
is incremented every time follower i updates its auxiliary
clock Ci (t).
As in [17], M-RBDS distinguishes between two different
updates—partial updates and complete updates—for different
situations. Next we present the two update rules.
1) Partial Update Rule: It is clear that device i cannot
make any meaningful update of αi before receiving at least
two timing messages from the same device, since fˆi basically
represents the slope of the linear auxiliary clock model Ci (t).
Therefore, the partial update rule is given as
 (+1)
()
= αi
(19)
αi


(+1)
()
βi
= βi + ωT C j̃ () (t ) − Ci (t ) ,
(20)
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where ωT = S j̃ ()/(S j̃ () + Si ). The partial update (19) and
(20) implies that fˆ(+1) = fˆ() and
i

(+1)

θ̂i

(+1)

i

(+1)

= αi
θ i + βi


()
()
= αi θi + βi + ωT C j̃ ()(t ) − Ci (t )


()
()
()
= θ̂i + ωT fˆj̃ () t + θ̂ j̃ () − fˆi t − θ̂i




()
()
= ωT θ̂
+ ωT fˆ − fˆ
t ,
+ ωR θ̂
j̃ ()

j̃ ()

i

i

(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)

where ωR = Si /(S j̃ ()+Si ) and (24) follows since ωT +ωR = 1.

()
()
as

For
convenience,  we define
i
i

ωT C j̃ () (t ) − Ci (t ) , which captures the adjustment

of auxiliary clock of device i .
2) Complete Update Rule: Suppose device i receives a
timestamp from device j = j̃() at time t . Furthermore,
suppose the last time device i received a timestamp from
device j was tn . Hence, tn < t and j = j̃() = j̃(n). Device i
will perform a complete update if the following two conditions
are satisfied.
a) Device j has not performed a partial or complete update
in the interval (tn , t ].
b) Device i has not performed a complete update in the
interval (tn , t ].
Note that the condition a) implies that C j (t) is an affine
function of t, with slope fˆj , for t ∈ (tn , t ].6 The condition
b) implies that Ci (t) is a piecewise affine function of t, with
(n+1)
(n+2)
()
slope fˆi
= fˆi
= · · · = fˆi , for t ∈ (tn , t ]. Then, a
very useful quantity can be derived as
C j (t ) − C j (tn )
fˆj
.
(25)
=

()
(m)
Ci (t ) − l−1
− Ci (tn )
fˆi
m=n i
Based on (25), the complete update rule is given as
⎧
⎪
fˆj
⎪
(+1)
()
⎪
αi
= αi
ωR + ωT () ,
⎪
⎪
⎪
fˆi
⎨
ˆ
f
fˆj
j
(+1)
⎪
βi
= ωT C j (t )− () Ci (t ) + ωR +ωT ()
⎪
⎪
⎪
fˆi
fˆi
⎪
⎪
⎩

(26)
()

βi ,
(27)

where ωR = Si /(S j + Si ), ωT = S j /(S j + Si ), and the
right hand sides can be computed with the help of (25). The
complete update (26) and (27) implies that
fˆj
(+1)
(+1)
()
fˆi
= αi
f i = αi
(28)
ωR + ωT () f i
fˆi
fˆj
= fˆi() ωR + ωT () = ωT fˆj + ωR fˆi()
(29)
fˆ
i

and
θ̂i(+1) = αi(+1) θi + βi(+1)
(30)
ˆ
ˆ
fj
fj
()
ωR + ωT () θi +ωT C j (t )− () Ci (t )
= αi
fˆi
fˆi
fˆj
+ ωR + ωT () βi()
(31)
fˆi
6 For notational simplicity, here we use fˆ and θ̂ without the explicit
j
j
dependence on the SR index.
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()

= αi

ωR + ωT

fˆj
fˆ()

θi + ωT C j (t ) − ωT fˆj t

i

fˆj ()
fˆj
()
− ωT () θ̂i + ωR + ωT () βi
fˆi
fˆi
fˆj
fˆj
= αi() ωR + ωT () θi + ωT θ̂ j − θ̂i() ()
fˆi
fˆi
fˆj
()
+ ωR + ωT () βi
ˆ
fi
= ωT θ̂ j + ωR θ̂i() ,

(32)

(33)
(34)

where (32), (33), and (34) follow from the definitions of fˆi
and θ̂i in (4).
Now we are in the position to discuss the convergence of
the M-RBDS scheme. It is worth mentioning that the
M-RBDS will reduce to the RBDS when we have
ωT = ωR = 0.5. As revealed in (25), the adjustment of fˆi
requires at least two timestamps, which cannot be implied
by the graph G(). Therefore, we consider a new directed
graph F () = (V , Ẽ()). Concerning the edge set Ẽ(), we
let (i, j ) ∈ Ẽ() if device i implements a complete update at
the th SR based on device j ’s information. Besides, ∀i ∈ V ,
the set Ṽi () is defined as Ṽi ()  { j |(i, j ) ∈ Ẽ()}. Based
on the new graph F (), the following theorem states that the
M-RBDS scheme will indeed achieve consensus
asymptotically.
Theorem 1: Assume
a) all devices can broadcast in any order as long as an
infinite sequence of graphs F (1), F (2), . . . is repeatedly
jointly rooted by subsequences of length q 7 ;
b) the timestamps are perfect.
Then, if each device updates its control parameters as (19)
and (20), or (26) and (27), depending on the conditions of the
partial update rule or the complete update rule being satisfied,
the asymptotical consensus (7), and therefore, (6) is achieved
as well.
Proof: Similar with the proof of [17, Th. 3].
Remark 2: For the robustness to inaccurate timestamps,
we consider a threshold for the adjustment of the local
auxiliary clock Ci (t). When device i receives a timing message at the th SR, it will not use it for the update unless
|Ci (t ) − C j̃ () (t − δ )| > γ , where γ is the threshold. Note
that Ci (t ) and C j̃ () (t −δ ) are inaccurate timestamps including random delays and sampling uncertainties. The value of
γ is the tradeoff between the speed of synchronization error
decrease and the robustness against inaccuracies.
C. For Challenge 5
Despite the solutions devised respectively for partialcoverage and out-of-coverage, as stated in Challenge 5, the
followers initially are not aware of the current synchronization
scenario. To unify these two scenarios, we let each follower
to implement the synchronization algorithm designed for the
7 As shown in [17], This assumption is realistic when a contention based
transmission mechanism is used.

Fig. 4.
Impact of a frequency variation at 400 s on convergence with
50 nodes (no leader) and σ = 0.

out-of-coverage scenario (Section III-B) before it receives a
timing message from a (pseudo)leader. On the other hand, the
follower will ignore the timing information from any other
follower after it receives a message from a (pseudo)leader, and
conduct the synchronization scheme devised for the partialcoverage scenario (Section III-A).
Remark 3: As stated in Section II-C, here we assume a
constant physical clock frequency fi , or more specifically that
any change in the clock frequency is slow in comparison with
the update rate of the synchronization schemes. Nevertheless,
the proposed ARES scheme will naturally extend to the case
when there is a small change in clock frequency. For the
partial-coverage scenario, since the goal is to synchronize to
the leader(s), the synchronization problem can be formulated
as a linear regression problem. In this way, the variation of
the clock frequency can be taken into account as timestamp
inaccuracies. Moreover, for the out-of-coverage scenario, the
proposed ARES scheme will still work well when there is a
frequency variation, which is illustrated in Fig. 4, in which we
assume that the physical clock frequencies of half of the nodes
are changed at 400 s due to a temperature change. We also
consider a typical temperature coefficient of −0.04 ppm/◦ C
for crystal oscillators and a temperature change of −25◦ C.
As observed in Fig. 4, even though the logical clock offsets
experience a sudden spread after 400 s due to the frequency
variation, the proposed ARES scheme is able to quickly recover
and achieve convergence.
IV. I MPLEMENTATION OF ARES
Based on the principles discussed above, we now present the
complete procedure of the proposed ARES scheme including
both transmitting and receiving components.
A. Proposed Transmission Mechanism of
Synchronization Messages
In this paper, we propose a modified version of the
contention-based broadcast mechanism [10]. In the original
mechanism described in Section II-D, the length of contention
window Wi for device i is fixed and Wi = 2 × aCWmin ×
aSlotTime. In the proposed ARES scheme, to speed up the
spread of the leaders’ clock value (i.e., Challenge 1), we
give device i a higher probability to transmit for a certain
time period when it appears as a (pseudo)leader as analyzed
in Section III-A.1. To do so, Wi is set as an adaptive value
that equals 2 × aCWmin × aSlotTime / W D for the first TD
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Algorithm 1 Recursive
Synchronization
1:

Input: C j , η j , Ci ,

ai(),

Update
bi(),

in

(−1)
ϒi1
,
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Partial-Coverage

(−1)
ϒi2
,

(−1)
ϒi3
,

Algorithm 2 Out-of-Coverage Synchronization
1:

ηi ,

i

()
()
()
Output: ai(+1), bi(+1), ϒi1
, ϒi2
, ϒi3
, ηi , i
()
(−1)
()
(−1)
()
(−1)
3: ϒi1 = ϒi1
+1, ϒi2
= ϒi2
+Ci2 , ϒi3
= ϒi3
+Ci
// from (13)–(15)
(+1)
(+1)
()
4: Calculate ai
and bi
by (11b), where i is defined
in (12)


5:
i = i + 1; ηi = ηi × ( i − 1) + η j / i + 1
// from (18)

2:
3:

2:

4:
5:
6:

7:

SRs after device i starts its (pseudo)leader’s role, while equals
2 × aCWmin × aSlotTime otherwise. Here W D is a factor for
shortening the window length and TD is the number of SRs
within which device i is given higher probability to transmit.
Compared to [10], the major modification in the transmission
protocol of the proposed ARES scheme lies in the way of
calculating Wi described above.
Moreover, the timing message has different forms when it
is sent from a node with different identities, where we use χi
to denote the identity of node i . Specifically, the transmitted
timing message is of the form [χi , Ci (t ), ηi ] with χi = 0
when device i is a leader, while with χi = 1 when device i
is a pseudoleader; and of the form [χi , i, Ci (t ), Si ] with
χi = 3 when device i is a follower that has not yet received
any timing message from a (pseudo)leader, while with χi = 2
when device i is a follower that has already received timing
message from a (pseudo)leader.

8:
9:
10:
11:

12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

B. Receiving of Synchronization Messages

19:

Suppose device i receives a timing message from device j
during the th SR. The local operation of device i depends on
their respective identities.
Clearly, if device i is a leader, i.e., χi = 0, it will not update
its clock.
Furthermore, if device i is a pseudoleader, i.e., χi = 1,
it will conduct the recursive update algorithm described in
Algorithm 1 under the condition that the received timestamp
from device j is effective. The convergence property of the
recursive operation is guaranteed by Lemma 2.
If device i is a follower, the situation is a bit more complicated since we need to further distinguish two cases. On one
hand, if device j is also a follower, device i will assume the
out-of-coverage scenario and execute the proposed M-RBDS
algorithm whose procedures are detailed in Algorithm 2.
In this case, χi will be kept as 3. On the other hand, if
device j is a (pseudo)leader, device i will be aware of the
partial-coverage scenario and thus start to collect the effective
timestamps. We change χi to 2 to represent this case. The
steps of collecting timing messages and estimating regression
coefficients by using the first E effective timestamps are
presented in Algorithm 3. Besides, to keep track of the
received messages in history, follower i maintains a matrix Ai
which has different forms for the two cases χi = 3 and χi = 2,
as revealed in Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3 respectively.

20:

()

()

Input: Ai , j , S j , C j , Ci , αi , βi
Output: αi(+1) , βi(+1), Si , Ai
A = {m : [ Ai ]m,1 = j }
// the set of previous messages from device j
if A == ∅ then Test = false
// no previous message from device j
else m = max{n : n ∈ A}
if S j > [ Ai ]m,2 then Test = false
// j has changed auxiliary clock since last timing
message
else Test = true // complete update possible
end if
end if
if Test == false then // execute partial update
(+1)
()
(+1)
()
αi
= αi // from (19); βi
= βi + ωT (C j − Ci )
// from
 (20)

Ai
Ai =
j, S j , C j , Ci
else // execute complete update
m = max{n : [ Ai ]n,1 = j }
// index of the last message from device j
ρ = number of
in Ai

rows
ρ
tot =
n=m [ Ai ]n,3 − [ Ai ]n,4
κ = (C j − [ Ai ]m,3 )/(Ci − tot − [ Ai ]m,4 )
()
// κ = fˆj / fˆi from (25)
(+1)
()
αi
= αi (ωR + ωT κ)
// from (26)
βi(+1) = ωT (C j − κCi ) + βi()(ωR + ωT κ)/2
// from (27)
Ai = [ j, S j , C j , Ci ]
end if
Si = Si + 1

To summarize, a flow diagram of the complete ARES
scheme is described in Fig. 5. Initially, we let χi = 0
and ηi = 1 for each leader i , and let χi = 3 for each
follower i .
It is worth mentioning that the proposed ARES scheme
has quite low computational complexity and requires small
local memory for storing timing information. Particularly,
in the partial-coverage scenario, compared to the FTSP and
PulseSync, the complexity of the ARES is much lower since
it only uses the new coming pair of timestamps to calculate the
recursive step in (11b). Whereas, the linear regression (9) with
E pairs of timestamps is necessary for FTSP and PulseSync.
Also, the required local storage of ARES is smaller since
it does not need to save the E-row regression table that is
mandatory for the other two methods.
V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, simulation results8 are presented to compare the performance of the proposed ARES scheme with
the baseline methods: 1) TSF in [10]; 2) MASP in [11];
8 Here we only consider numerical simulations. Real-world experimentation
is left for future work.
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Algorithm 3 Effective Timestamp Collection for Follower i
1: Input: C j , η j , Ci , Ai , i , χi , E
(+1)
(+1)
()
()
()
2: Output: ai
, bi
, Ai , ηi , i , χi , ϒi1 , ϒi2 , ϒi3
3: if χi == 3then Ai = [], Ai = [η j , C j , Ci ]
Ai
4: else Ai =
η j , C j , Ci
5: end if
6:
i = i + 1; ρ = number of rows in Ai
7: if ρ == E then
8:
x = [ Ai ]1:ρ,3 , y = [ Ai ]1:ρ,2 , η̃i = [ Ai ]1:ρ,1
(+1)
(+1)
9:
ai
= x T (x + 1)x T y, bi
= 1T (x + 1)x T y
// from (11b)
()
()
10:
ηi = 1T η̃i /ρ + 1, χi = 1, Ai = [], ϒi1
= ρ, ϒi2
=
()
T
T
x x, ϒi3 = 1 x
(+1)
()
11: else ai
= 1, bi(+1) = 0, ηi = [], χi = 2, ϒi1
= [],
()
()
ϒi2 = [], ϒi3 = []
12: end if

Fig. 6. Average synchronization errors versus time evolution with M = 1
and  = 5.

Fig. 5.

Flowchart of the ARES scheme.

3) PulseSync in [15] with 8 pairs of timestamps in the
regression table; and 4) RBDS in [17]. Note that we skip
the two well known synchronization methods ATS in [16]
and FTSP in [13]. This is because [15] and [17] have already
shown the superiority of RBDS over ATS and the superiority

of PulseSync over FTSP, respectively.
Consider a network with N mobile devices including
M leaders, where, unless otherwise specified, the Erdős–
Rényi (ER) graph [24] with expected node degree  is used
to model the random network. In addition, we assume that
network realizations vary independently over different SRs,
which is used to model mobility. The physical clock frequencies are uniformly and randomly selected from the range
9 Here, “correctly received” means that the message is received without
collision. On the other hand, we assume that any collision will lead to packet
loss.
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Fig. 7.
σ = 0.
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Average synchronization time for different network diameters with

[0.9999, 1.0001] Hz, following IEEE 802.11 protocol requirements [10]. Also, the initial clock values are uniformly and
randomly chosen from the range [−800, 800] μs. In fact, we
have also investigated a wider range of initial clock values,
but since the performance of those cases follows the same
trends as the ones shown below and to save space, we have
not included those results. Other simulation parameters are
summarized as follows. The period of one SR is 0.1 s [10].
The number of timestamps for the first estimation of regression
coefficients is E = 4. The parameters used in calculating the
backoff time in the contention based transmission protocol are
aSlotTime = 50 μs and aCWmin = 15 from [10], as well as
W D = 20 and TD = 4 for the ARES scheme. Furthermore,
the inaccuracies of timestamps √
are modeled
by a uniform
√
3σ,
3σ
]
μs,
and we set
distribution within the range [−
√
the threshold in Fig. 5 as γ = 3σ .
The performance metrics in our simulations are the maximum synchronization errors and average synchronization
errors defined by (35) and (36) respectively:
emax (t)  max |Ci (t) − C j (t)|,
i, j

eavg (t) 

N
N−1
 
2
|Ci (t) − C j (t)|.
N(N − 1)

(35)
(36)

i=1 j =i+1

For each result in the following figures, we average the errors
over 200 different simulation runs.
Fig. 6 plots the average synchronization errors versus the
evolved time for the partial-coverage D2D scenario with
M = 1. When σ = 0 (i.e., the timestamps are perfect) and
N = 40, as shown in Fig. 6(a), although TSF and MASP
exhibit fast decrease of synchronization errors in the first 10 s,
they both have serious floor effects. These are caused by the
ineffectiveness of TSF in multihop networks, and the contradiction between the fastest node asynchronism and the time
partitioning of MASP. Besides, there is still a small remaining
error of the RBDS scheme after t ≥ 100 s, which is due to
the asymptotic consensus of RBDS. Also, compared to the
proposed ARES scheme, RBDS shows a slower convergence,
especially for a large network. The reason is that RBDS is
designed for a pure out-of-coverage scenario and thus cannot
exploit the existence of a leader. More specifically, the goal of
RBDS is not to synchronize to the leader, but to achieve clock
consensus. Furthermore, we see that the PulseSync and the
proposed ARES can indeed achieve perfect synchronization

Fig. 8. Average synchronization errors versus time evolution with M = 0
and  = 5.

within limited time in this setup, where ARES has a clear
advantage in convergence speed.
With perfect timestamps, the synchronization error curves
are further depicted in Fig. 6(b) for N = 160, where
the performance order of different methods is similar with
that in Fig. 6(a). In this case, however, the PulseSync
attains zero error much more slowly than ARES. From both
Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b), we see that even though RBDS, MASP,
and ARES can all guarantee a good synchronization accuracy,
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Average synchronization errors (over time window [200, 400] s) versus σ , with N = 80 and  = 5.

Maximum synchronization errors when 5 new devices join at t = 200 s, with N = 40, σ = 2 μs, and  = 5.

the proposed ARES clearly outperforms the other two schemes
with respect to the speed of error decrease, especially for
large networks. This observation shows the scalability of the
ARES mechanism to network size.
Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 6(d) evaluate the average synchronization errors in the presence of timestamp inaccuracies,
i.e., σ = 2 μs. First, it is revealed that the MASP deteriorates
seriously under the scenario with inaccurate timestamps, which
implies its infeasibility in reality. Second, the performances of
RBDS, PulseSync, and ARES are somehow insensitive to the
inaccuracies since their error curves are similar with those in
Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) but with a bit higher error floor values.
Besides, ARES shows clear superiority among these three
schemes in terms of the remaining synchronization errors.
Additionally, as shown in Fig. 6, ARES performs well under
different values of N, which illustrates it good scalability
within the considered range of network size.
To further evaluate the scalability of the synchronization
schemes, we consider a network with linear graph topology.
In a linear graph with N nodes, the nodes can be listed in
the order n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n N such that the edges are (n i , n i+1 )
where i = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1 and the network diameter is
simply N − 1. In this way, Fig. 7 illustrates the average
synchronization time (defined as the time it takes to achieve
zero synchronization error) for different network diameters.
From Fig. 7, we see that with increased network diameters,
the superiority of ARES over PulseSynce is more clear, which
shows the better scalability of ARES.
Fig. 8 plots the average synchronization errors versus the
evolved time for the out-of-coverage D2D scenario, i.e.,
M = 0. The PulseSync is excluded in this setup since it

can only work for a network with leaders. As in Fig. 6,
the synchronization methods are compared under different
σ and N. Note that the performances of TSF and MASP are
the same with those in Fig. 6. This is because TSF and MASP
are designed based on the converge-to-max principle which
will not be affected by the presence of a leader. Moreover,
as observed, while the RBDS outperforms ARES by a very
small degree in Fig. 8(d), they have quite close performances
in general. Indeed, RBDS and ARES almost overlap with
each other in Fig. 8(a)-Fig. 8(c). The reason is that, the only
difference between RBDS and ARES in the out-of-coverage
scenario lies in the weight design of the update rule (as
explained in Section III-B). The new weight calculation used
in ARES is to address the Challenge 3 where new devices join
an almost synchronized group. This situation, however, does
not occur in the simulation environment of Fig. 8.
To further investigate the influence of timestamp inaccuracies on synchronization schemes, Fig. 9 plots the average
synchronization errors in terms of the standard deviation
of inaccuracy, i.e., σ . From Fig. 9(a) where M = 1, we
see that the error of MASP goes up sharply with increased
σ , which again illustrates its sensitivity to the inaccurate
timestamps. Besides, although the performance of TSF is
stable over different σ , its error is fairly large. When it
comes to the other three schemes, it is shown that the
proposed ARES yields the best accuracy and robustness, the
RBDS gives the worst performance, and the PulseSync is in
the middle. This is reasonable since the RBDS is specifically designed for a network without any leader. Moreover,
assuming the out-of-coverage D2D scenario, synchronization
schemes are simulated in Fig. 9(b). First, the analysis of
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Average synchronization errors versus time evolution with N = 80, M = 1, and σ = 2 μs.

TSF and MASP given above applies to the out-of-coverage
scenario as well. Second, the RBDS and ARES are relatively
robust to varied σ and they have almost overlapping error
performance.
Due to the mobility in D2D networks, devices may appear
and disappear over time. Hence, as stated in Challenge 3,
the almost synchronous group should not be disturbed too
much by new devices joining. Fig. 10 evaluates the maximum
synchronization errors in this regard, where five new devices
join the network at t = 200 s when the existing devices have
already achieved a stable state. It is found that the proposed
ARES attains again the synchronous state within a very short
time period. For instance, it is around 2 s in Fig. 10(a)
and 5 s in Fig. 10(b). However, the other schemes exhibit
either slow error decrease or large error floor. Particularly,
as shown in Fig. 10(b), even though no leader exists in this
setting, the performance gap between RBDS and ARES is
obvious during the time period from 201 s to 210 s. This
is because the RBDS method gives the same weights to the
timestamps from both transmitter and receiver when updating
the local clock, which cannot well tackle the situation of new
devices joining an almost synchronized group. On the other
hand, the proposed ARES scheme derives new weights for the
out-of-coverage scenario, as presented in Section III-B. The
observation in Fig. 10(b) verifies the advantage of the new
weight design in ARES and the ability of ARES to address
Challenge 3.
To check the robustness of synchronization schemes against
different network connectivity, i.e., different expected node
degree , we plot the average synchronization errors in
Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 11(b) for  = 20 (i.e., dense scenario)
and  = 2 (i.e., sparse scenario), respectively. By comparing
the respective curves in these two figures, we see that the
synchronization errors of TSF and MASP are quite sensitive
to . For example, their stable errors are roughly 20 s for
 = 20 whereas 40 s for  = 2. Additionally, the convergence
speeds of RBDS and PulseSync are seriously affected by .
The proposed ARES protocol, however, is robust to different 
in terms of both synchronization accuracy and error decrease
rate.
Note that we assume M = 1 for the partial-coverage
D2D scenario in the above figures. In fact, we have also
investigated different M in simulations. The results show that
a larger M will yield a clear performance improvement of the

ARES scheme. Since these phenomena are not surprising, we
will not include the figures here to save space.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigated the synchronization problem for mobile D2D networks. Firstly, five main challenges
imposed on the synchronization for partial-coverage and outof-coverage D2D scenarios were discussed. Secondly, we
proposed the ARES algorithm with low complexity to tackle
the five challenges. Acknowledging the distinct characteristics
of the partial-coverage and out-of-coverage scenarios, different
design principles were utilized. Nevertheless, the ARES mechanism is able to adapt to the two scenarios without initially
knowing what it is. Finally, comprehensive simulations were
provided. The numerical results show the superiority of ARES
over the other synchronization schemes. In particular, the
ARES scheme achieves a good accuracy and a fast error
decrease in both partial-coverage and out-of-coverage D2D
scenario. Also, it exhibits robustness to various number of
devices N, standard deviation σ of time stamp inaccuracy, and
expected node degree . Moreover, ARES is quite adaptive to
the appearance of new devices, which is a common situation
in mobile networks. Therefore, we conclude that the ARES
algorithm nicely addresses the five challenges and thus is a
very promising candidate for the synchronization in mobile
D2D networks.
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